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Focus on ..........
Emergency Services- Employee
Preparedness!

It means that as a public employee of the Bay County Board of County Commissioners, you
may be called upon before, during, or after an emergency or disaster. You may be asked to
carry on with your work as usual, or you may be asked to do something completely different
than your everyday job.
As an essential worker, it is your responsibility to prepare yourself for disaster service duties
by ensuring that you AND your family are ready for an emergency.
“Our most important assets for Emergency Management are our employees,” said Chief of
Emergency Services Mark Bowen. “If our employees aren’t prepared, we aren’t prepared.”
The first step to preparedness is to know your activation level. There are different expectations for each tier. For example, a Tier 1 employee who shelters at a County facility would
have different planning needs than a Tier 3 employee who evacuates with his/her family.
Activation (Tier) Levels are designated when an employee is hired and are updated annually.
Assignments are communicated to employees by their respective supervisors or managers. If
you have questions about your activation level, please see your supervisor.
Tier 1 Employee
A Tier I employee is an employee whose normal duties would include preparation for, response to and recovery from any disaster. Tier 1 employees are not excused from work during disasters and are called into work prior to the onset of a significant event such as a hurricane to ensure availability before during and after the storm.
Tier 2 Employee
A Tier 2 employee is an employee whose normal duties would include preparation for and
recovery from any disaster. Tier 2 employees are excused from work during the response
phase of disasters. However, when evacuating or sheltering, Tier 2 employees must remain
cognizant of their post storm duties and ensure their availability after an event. Tier 2 employees return to work shortly after a significant event such as a hurricane to reconstitute a critical government function or assume pre-assigned post disaster and recovery duties.
Continued on page 2
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County Manager’s Corner
Well, the Florida Legislature has adjourned for the year (thank goodness) and did discuss changing the
Florida Retirement System in several ways, but in the end, no changes were made. I fully expect them
to make a run at it again next year, but for now everything remains the same. Stay tuned.
This is the time of year when I remind everyone that vacation time is provided for employees to use to
get away and re-charge their batteries, get some rest, forget about the place for a while. In recent
years you all have helped pull together in tough times, and now more than ever it is really important to
take some time off and relax. Whether it is traveling, fishing, boating, swimming, hiking, bird watching,
or simply sitting down with a good book, make the best of that time. Have fun and be safe this summer!

Ed Smith
County Manager, Bay County

Continued from page 1

Tier 3 Employee
A Tier 3 employee is an employee whose normal duties would include preparation for any disaster and may include
other duties as assigned depending on the nature and extent of the event. Tier 3 employees are excused from work during disasters. Tier 3 employees may be subject to call back after a significant event such as a hurricane to reconstitute a
critical government function, assume post disaster recovery duties or reconstitute their normal operation during irregular
work hours.
It is extremely important if any of the information you provided on your “Employee Activation Questionnaire” changes, to
let Human Resources know.
The next step is to have a plan. June 1 begins Hurricane Season. Hurricane hazards come in many forms: storm surge,
high winds, tornadoes, and flooding. This means it is important for you and your family to have a plan that includes all of
these hazards.
Look carefully at the safety actions associated with each type of hurricane hazard and prepare your family disaster plan
accordingly. Having a disaster plan will help ensure you are prepared to survive both during and after unexpected and
difficult times.
Establish a plan that includes where you or your family will go if a serious storm impacts the Bay County Area. Establish
alternate locations in case of an impact to the area you may have identified as a place to shelter your family.
For a complete guide to creating a family plan, along with other related information concerning hurricane preparedness,
try the websites listed below.
www.ready.gov
www.floridadisaster.org
http://baycountyfl.gov/gis.php
http://baycountyfl.gov/emergency/management.php
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Thank goodness for.....
Mosquito Control!
It‘s that time of year again! The Mosquitoes
have started their “Season” and we would like
to heighten the awareness of what you can do
to help keep the population down and to prevent a breeding ground. Please take a moment
and check your area for any of the following:
-Tires lying around the property.

-Flower pots with retention plates under them.

-Clogged rain gutters.

-Tarp covering equipment or lumber in the yard.

-Bird baths or animal dishes.

-Tire swing or children’s toys.

-Abandoned pools.

-Ruts or holes in the yard.

Also remember the “5 D’s” for prevention and protection:
Dusk and Dawn: Avoid being outdoors when mosquitoes are most active.
Dress: Wear clothing that covers your skin.
DEET: When the potential exists for exposure to mosquitoes, use repellents containing DEET. Always
read the manufacturer’s directions carefully before you put on a repellent.
Drainage: Check your home to rid it of standing water in which mosquitoes can lay their eggs.
Bay County Mosquito Control has 3 day time Larvacide Techs and 6 night time Spray Truck Techs who
service the 25 districts of the county. We also have 2 Source Reduction Techs who clean out ditches
and keeps the water flowing and 1 Lab Tech who traps and identifies which of the 42 different species
of mosquito we are dealing with.
Have you noticed any of our “STOP” signs? When you call about an abandoned pool, our techs investigate and add Gambusia Minnows to the pool. The goal of these minnows is to eat all the mosquito larvae they can find. We put up a “STOP” sign to call Mosquito Control before anyone cleans
the pool, so we can retrieve our minnows.
We have just added the “BUGG 2” to help “BUGG 1” keep up with the parks and sports complex areas. These little guys are able to get into places the spray truck can’t spray, and also spray larger
areas that the Larvacide tech can’t accomplish with the manual hand fogger. So, when you visit the
parks, you might notice a new sign stating: “NOTICE – MOSQUITO SPRAYING IN THIS PARK TONIGHT”.
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Lets hear it for..............................
In April, Chris Mathers (Bay County GIS) made a presentation at the
ESRI Southeast User Conference in Jacksonville. Chris presented, “Building Footprints with
Python” a process he developed using Python
scripting that transforms existing data from the Property Appraiser’s CAMA
database into a Building Footprint GIS data format. Chris’ solution has greatly
improved the accuracy and speed of this GIS process.

Also...
Richard Simonson, of Information Technology received a certificate of Achievement for successfully completing Microsoft’s official Course “Configuring, managing, and maintaining server
2008 R2! Thanks for working so hard to keep our Information systems running smoothly!
And.... Congratulations to ....
Benjamin Phillips for receiving his Water Distribution Class 2 Systems Operator Certification,
and
Michael Weis of Wastewater Systems for obtaining his Class B Wastewater Plant Operator
Certifications. Great job guys!

Have You Had a Brain “Hiccup” Lately?
If you’ve ever walked into a room and couldn’t recall why, you know about brain “hiccups.” Some
people call them “senior moments,” but everyone experiences these annoying memory lapses from
time to time. Now, scientists have identified some common memory stealers:
Doors. Researchers from the University of Notre Dame found that doors can act as “event boundaries” that cause our brains to file away activities we did in one room before entering the next.
Beeping noises. Our brains have trouble ignoring beeping noises, which can interfere with concentration and memory formation.
Stress. Having too much going on can prevent us from paying enough close attention to daily tasks.
This inhibits our ability to encode memories for easy retrieval later.
When not to shrug off memory loss:
If memory lapses are disrupting your daily life,
talk to your doctor. Certain medications can
affect memory, as can vitamin or hormone
deficiencies, sleep disorders, depression and
several medical conditions. ■
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Your Weight IQ
Do You Really Know the Health Risks of
Obesity?
Test yourself—try naming five health risks associated with obesity. If you listed heart disease and diabetes and then got

stumped, you’re not alone. While about 7 in 10 Americans can identify heart disease and diabetes as health risks associated
with obesity, a poll by The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research says very few can identify risks
beyond that. The health consequences of obesity are far-reaching and dangerous. Not only can excess weight cause heart
disease and diabetes, obesity also can be a risk factor for arthritis, sleep apnea, infertility, some types of cancer and other
health problems. And women are more likely than men to be obese and carry a dangerous amount of weight in the midsection. But the news isn’t all bad—if you take steps now to maintain a healthy weight or lose excess pounds, you may be able
to prevent many obesity-related health risks.

5 Lesser-Known Risks Linked to Obesity
Arthritis: The tissue in your joints wears away over time due to the pressure of bearing too much weight. This
can lead to painful osteoarthritis of the hip, knee, foot and ankle. Osteoarthritis is a normal consequence of aging,
but is accelerated and worsened by obesity.
What to do: Get active! Cardio and weight-bearing exercises will not only help you lose weight, they improve
bone strength, too. If you already have arthritis pain, try low impact activities like swimming or cycling.
Cancer: Cancers of the esopha-gus, pancreas, colon and rectum, kidney, thyroid and gallbladder are known to be associ-

ated with obesity. Increased levels of estrogen produced by fat tissues contribute to breast and endometrial cancers, and
high levels of insulin can promote tumor growth. Obese women may be at higher risk for cervical and ovarian cancer, too,
according to the National Cancer Institute.

What to do: Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables to get more vitamins, miner-als and antioxidants that may help
fight cancer and keep your weight down.
Breathing Problems: Obese people have fatty tissue around their necks that can put pressure on the air-way during sleep
and cause breathing to stop for brief periods throughout the night. This is called sleep apnea, and it comes with its own set
of health risks. Obesity hypoventilation syndrome is another weight-related breathing disorder that results in too much carbon dioxide in the blood and too little oxy-gen. This condition can be fatal.
What to do: See your doctor. Outside of diet and exercise changes, you may need medication or other treatments.
Infertility: Obese women are prone to reproductive problems, rang-ing from irregular menstrual cycles to polycystic
ovary syndrome (PCOS). Women with PCOS tend to have infre-quent menstrual cycles, extra hair on arms, legs, face, chest
and other areas, acne, imbalanced hormones, male pat-tern baldness and obesity. In men, some studies have linked obesity
to low sperm counts or sperm viability problems.
What to do: Studies have shown that weight loss can improve fertility. Weight loss with PCOS can be difficult,
so consider working with a specialist.
Depression: While research-ers are unsure whether depression is caused by obesity or vice versa, the two conditions often coexist, particularly in middle-aged women. In fact, women with clinical depression were twice as
likely to be obese, according to a study published in General Hospital Psychiatry. It’s a vicious cycle—an overweight woman becomes depressed, and depression makes it harder for her to lose weight.
What to do: Tackle your depression. Discuss with your physician whether antidepressants or therapy are good
options. Also, studies have shown that bariatric surgery success has signifi-cantly reduced depression and
anxiety in obese patients within a year of surgery.
What is Obese?
A body mass index (BMI) of 30 or higher is considered obese. Here’s what 30 BMI
looks like:
5’3” ........ 170 lbs.
5’9” ........ 205 lbs.
5’5” ........ 180 lbs.
5’11”........ 215 lbs.
5’7” ........ 195 lbs.
6’1” ......... 230 lbs.
Go to H2U.com to calculate your BMI
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News from Florida Blue and your dental coverage!
Florida Blue and Florida Combined Life Insurance Company, Inc. (FCL) are committed to
offering our customers a best-in-class dental offering. The first phase of this work effort
was the transition of enrollment and billing for group PPO dental to Florida Blue. Our next
step is implementing a claims and customer service solution for group PPO dental* products.
Florida Blue and FCL have partnered with other Blue plans to create a world class, centralized Blue-owned dental claims administrator. This solution is scheduled for implementation on June 1, 2013.
The transition to the new administrative platform will improve operating efficiencies and the member service experience as follows:
♦

Provide improved dental customer service and claims processing.

♦

Offer enhanced network access/national network access.

♦

Allow for enhanced benefits such as additional cleanings for members with targeted health conditions such
as diabetes, coronary artery disease and oral cancer.

♦

Provide a new website with a single sign-on process to help them better manage their benefits.

Group and individual Florida Blue customers with dental coverage through FCL will receive a letter and new
dental ID cards in late May. The only changes for members are a new customer service phone number and
claims processing address to use after June 1.

Why You Should Consider DIRECT DEPOSIT
Direct Deposit is the deposit of funds directly into a bank account as a form of payment. Common uses for direct deposit include paychecks and tax refunds.
CONVENIENT!
Your money is ready and waiting in your savings or checking account on payday. And most financial institutions offer
online banking, so you can transfer money around within your different accounts and pay your bills online too. No more
standing in line or rushed trips to your credit union or bank on payday!
EASY!
Direct Deposit is quick and easy to set up. Your employer gives you a direct deposit form; you complete it, attach a voided
check and turn it back in to your payroll department. The department processes your information and depending on your
credit union or bank, your direct deposit starts up in one or two pay periods. The direct deposit account statement shows a
single dollar amount for the direct deposit each pay period. It only takes $5.00 to open a savings account!
SECURE!
Direct deposit is safe; "lost" direct deposits do not happen. Credit unions, banks and the U.S. government use direct deposit daily to send and receive payments. Direct deposit also reduces the probability of fraud, such as counterfeit, forged or
stolen checks. If you lose a paper payroll check, your employer has to go through the trouble of voiding the original check,
issuing another and ensuring that everything reconciles.
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Have a question
for the

Northwest Regional Library System?

Ask Dewey!
Dear Dewey is designed to help information flow to and from your Library.
If you have library or information access questions, just Ask Dewey!
Send your Dear Dewey questions to: referencedesk@nwrls.com.

Put Dear Dewey in the Subject Line and Dewey will respond!
Dear Dewey,
Summer is here and I would like my kids to keep reading. Will the Libraries be hosting Summer
Reading Programs?
–Mom H.
Dear Mom H.,
Yep! School will be over very soon and our Summer Reading Programs start in June. Each of our Library
locations will be encouraging reading during our “Dig into Reading” programs by having stories, crafts,
and special guests. For more information, schedules and details are included in the Events Calendar on
the Library web page (http://www.nwrls.com).
Dear Dewey,
Do the Libraries have DVDs to check out? –Wewa Movie Watcher
Dear Movie Watcher,
You betcha! The Libraries have over 5000 DVDs to check out for free (better than those red boxes!) To
see if we have the DVD you want, you can search our Library Catalog (http://ls2pac.nwrls.lib.fl.us) for
movie titles, keywords, or actor names. Need help? Give us a call at 850-522-2100.
Dear Dewey,
I heard the Bay County Genealogy Society meets in the Library. Is that true and can other groups
use the Library meeting rooms?
–Gene A. Logical
Dear Gene,
Yes! The Bay County Genealogy Society meets in the Bay County Public Library on the 3rd Saturday of
every month at 1:00 p.m. (except for July and August).
In fact, we have lots of groups who meet regularly in the libraries, and our Library System maintains
meeting spaces in as many library facilities as possible. For more information about meeting room availability, call your nearest library!
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Risky Business
“A Publication of the Risk Management Department”

SUMMER SAFETY-

Summer is the time of year that most Americans spend outdoors. It is also the time

of year when different safety hazards are more pronounced. Many employees find there are numerous safety
hazards associated with performing certain job tasks outside. The purpose of this article is to highlight some of
the more frequent safety hazards associated with the season of summer. These hazards include sunburn, heat
illness, insect bites, and poison ivy, oak and sumac. Sunburn—is an inflammation of the skin that follows overexposure to ultraviolet light from the sun. Heat stress—is the human body’s inability to cool itself.
Sunburn Signs and Symptoms:
Red, swollen, painful, and sometimes
blistered skin, fever, nausea,
vomiting, delirium with severe
burns , and peeling of skin after
recovery.

Treatment:
Cool, moist compresses on skin can reduce heat and pain,
cold cream or baby lotion adds moisture to the skin. Use a
pain reliever for pain and fever, keep pressure off of burned
skin to relieve pain.

Prevention of Sunburn:
Avoid exposure to sun between 12 and 3 PM, use sun
block with a sun protection factor (SPF) greater than 15;
baby oil and cocoa butter do not filter out UV light. Wear
proper clothing; bright colors or white will reflect sun onto
your face increasing risk of burns.

Get Medical Treatment When:
You have a temperature that is greater than 101F, vomiting
or diarrhea, pain and fever that persists for longer than 48
hours.

Factors Leading to Heat Stress :
High temperature and humidity, direct
sun or heat, limited air movement,
physical exertion, poor physical condition,
some medicines, inadequate tolerance for hot workplaces.

Symptoms of Heat Exhaustion:
Headaches, dizziness, lightheadedness, fainting, weakness
and moist skin, mood changes such as irritability or confusion, upset stomach.

Symptoms of Heat Stroke :
Dry, hot skin with no sweating, mental confusion or losing
consciousness, seizures or fits.

Preventing Heat Stress
Know signs/symptoms of heat related illnesses, block out
direct sun or other heat sources, use cooling fans/airconditioning, rest regularly. Drink lots of water if you can,
about 1 cup every 15 minutes. Wear lightweight, light colored, loose-fitting clothes, avoid alcohol and caffeinated
drinks .
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Paula M. Davis, Ed.D.
UF/IFAS Bay County Extension
4-H Youth Development Faculty

Leave behind the city noise and welcome in fresh air and nature’s surroundings. Summer is when
many of us head for the water, and that likely means beaches and shoreline’s. That is definitely
true at Timpoochee 4-H Center in Niceville, Florida. Bay and Gulf County 4-H has a week at
Timpoochee June 24-28, 2013. There is also a state marine Camp July 29-August 2, 2013.
Camp Timpoochee 4-H Center is separated from the Destin beaches by the Choctawatchee Bay, (located in
Niceville, Florida) and allows campers first-hand experience with Florida’s marine and coastal environment
above and below the waterline. Programs are designed to bring science to life in this living laboratory, with
the forest and bay providing classrooms for hands-on learning. Participants have an opportunity to learn
while seining, cast netting, fishing, snorkeling, enjoying the bay while kayaking, or take a leisurely ride on
our 28-foot pontoon boat. Learn about our ecosystem and how we interact with our natural environment
from our open air classroom, during a nature hike, or even how to shoot a bow and arrow!
Summer camping experiences provide opportunities for youth to develop new friendships, feel a sense of
safety and security within a new environment away from home. It can provide that first experience to be
away from family in a residential experience. Independent living and self-responsibility become the focus of
helping children have a successful experience. These experiences may simply mean learning to be responsible for yourself. Youth have cabin responsibilities, getting to and from scheduled events on time, and gain
exposure to working together as a team. Camp life provides some early opportunities for children to learn
the concept of generosity. Helping others in need, whether it is forgotten shampoo, an extra blanket, simply
sharing your free time with someone new, or demonstrating care and concern to a child who is feeling left
out are all character building skills that begin within the camp learning environments.
So if you are you interested in learning about marine life, going fishing, or exploring the underwater world
with a mask and snorkel or checking out the local uplands plants and wildlife then this is the camp for you!
A daily snack from the canteen and a summer camp t-shirt are included in the camp fees, along with three
nutritious meals per day prepared on site by our certified food safety staff. All cabins are air-conditioned.
Campers must be between the ages of 8-13. (Campers must have turned at least 8 by September 1, 2012.)
For registration and more information go to http://bay.ifas.ufl.edu/4-h/4-h-camp-timpoochee/ or call Bay
County 4-H at 850-784-6105 regarding county camp. Information for state Marine Camp visit http://
florida4h.org/camps_/timpoochee/marine/ or call 850-929-4429.
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Service Anniversaries
35 Years
3
4
5
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
28

William Moore, Craig Stovall
Kevin Parrish, Randal Allison
Billy Hall
Anne Cyr, Darby Syrkin, Coy McCurry
Brooke Powell, Leroy Goodman
Lloyd Kadlec, Jonathan Sparks
Judy Poston, Michael Poole, Candace Mills
Kermit Paris, David Bond
Jamie Jones, Richard Poutre'
Joseph Holden, Timothy Owens, Donald Hamm
Doreen Hicks
Cory Parsons, Vanessa Phillips
Gerald Kearney, James Boyer, Terry Kent
Justin Barron
Adam Bass, Bobby Gibbs
Deanne Coffield
Jacob Palma
Michael Iacobellis, Riqui Lyon, John Mock
Mark Huffman
Stacie Gore
Willard Price

Charles Swearington

Roads & Bridges Division

30 Years
Brad Clark

Roads & Bridges Division

Welcome Aboard ~ May New Hires!
Lindsey Allen

Utility Services Administration

Shaun Blackburn

Code Enforcement Division

John Bloyd

Water Systems Division

James Hood

Builder’s Services Division

James Mahaffey

Wastewater Systems Division

Bryant Morrell

Parks & Recreation Division

Candace Pate

Public Info/Court Efficiency

If you do not want your birthday to be listed in the newsletter, please notify Vonda Hester at vhester@baycountyfl.gov.

It has been suggested that the FSU Athletic Department be notified
(just kidding) that Ryker Dylan Rutherford was born on May 15, 2013
@ 7:43 p.m. weighing 9lbs, 12.5 ozs & 21.5” in length to the proud parents of Brandi Boyer Rutherford, daughter of Mark & Chyrl Boyer &
Robert D. Rutherford, son of Raymond & Brenda Rutherford of Ponce
de Leon.
Ryker, grandson of Chyrl Boyer , aka “Gmom” & “Nonnie” in Human
Resources Dept., was eagerly adorned with several FSU outfits from
his extended family to wear home. Just 12 days later Ryker was photographed displaying his FSU bib and singing the war chant. ☺
GO NOLES!!!!

Vickie McClung’s daughter:
Brittany Lynn McClung
was married to
Brandon Tylor Adams
on Saturday, April 6, 2013
in St.
Andrews, Florida.
If you would like to view more of the
pictures, just visit www.robertjhillphoto.com.
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Special Offers and Classifieds!

SHIPWRECK ISLAND WATERPARK
Is offering an awesome deal to all Bay County employees &
their family members (up to 5 people). Each employee should
receive 2 coupons for a total of $10.00/per person.

Duplicates WILL NOT be accepted.
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C O M M U N I T Y
A C T I V I T I E S
First Annual REAL.FUN.BEACHFEST
Bowl for Kids' Sake
Chart-topping pop music sensations, The
Wanted and Cody Simpson will be joined by
Benefiting Big Brothers Big Sisters. Registra06/01/2013 breakout artists Britt Nicole and DJ Alex Angelo
tion is $40 per bowler. Includes event t-shirt,
06/08/2013
7:00 P.M. for an unforgettable summer evening of music
10:00 AM - 2 hrs of bowling, shoes and great prizes!
in Panama City Beach
12:30 PM Contact Number: (850) 763-5437
Location: Rock'it Lanes
Groovin' on the Green Concert
Band: Latitude 29
06/01/2013 For more information, please call (850)234Gulf Coast Community College
7:00 P.M. 7819.
Kids College
Marine Science Camp Experience a week full of
Location: Village Green (Downtown Carillon
observations, experiments and interactions with
Beach)
Florida’s coastal ecology.

Pier Park Summer Concert Series
06/07/2013
Musician Lineup: Eric Lindell
Free
Aaron Bessant Amphitheater
7:00 PM

Middle School students*
Mon – Thu, June 10 - 13, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm
CRN: 95032 | Course: XKC0008 | Fee: $119

Elementary Students*
Mon – Thu, June 17 – 20, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm
CRN: 95033 | Course: XKC0009 | Fee: $119

Pier Park Summer Concert Series
06/07/2013
Musician Lineup: The Black Lillies
Free
Aaron Bessant Amphitheater
7:00 PM
Pier Park Summer Concert Series
06/07/2013
Musician Lineup: Telluride
Free 7:00
Aaron Bessant Amphitheater
PM
Pier Park Summer Concert Series
06/07/2013
Musician Lineup: The Kevin Jacobs Band
Free 7:00
Aaron Bessant Amphitheater
PM

Friday Fest
06/07/2013
6:00 P.M. Location: Downtown Panama City
5th Annual Man in the Sea Museum
Golf Tournament
06/07/2013 Proceeds support the Sealab Restoration Pro7:00 P.M. ject. For more information or to sign up, please
call or visit maninthesea.org. Contact Number:
(850) 235-4101 Location: Holiday Golf Club

DaVinci to Shakespeare and Everything in
Between!
06/10/13
thru
06/13/2013
~and~
06/17/2013
thru
6/20/2013

Create live DaVinci, paint like Monet, Dance like
Beyonce, act like Tom Cruise, sing like Justin
Beiber and write like William Shakespeare – it is all
ART! Talent is not required, but a creative mind and
willingness to try is!

Middle School students*
Mon – Thurs, June 10 - 13, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm
CRN: 95028 | Course: XKC0011 | Fee: $119

Elementary Students*
Mon – Thurs, June 17 – 20, 9:00am – 4:00 pm
CRN: 95029 | Course: XKC0011| Fee: $119

All Around Campus
Explore the campus of Gulf Coast State
College and all it offers.
Middle School students*
Mon – Thurs June 10 - 13, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm
CRN: 95030 | Course: XKC0012 | Fee: $119

Elementary Students*
Mon – Thurs, June 17 – 20, 9:00 am – 4:00 pm
CRN: 95031 | Course: XKC0012 | Fee: $119
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

YELLOW FLY
TRAPS
YOU WILL NEED:
20” Beach Ball
1 can Black Spray Paint
Tanglefoot Adhesive glue

INSTRUCTIONS:
Blow up the beach ball. Wash the ball and dry completely. Attach a piece
of string (about 24” long) to the top of the ball. Paint the beach ball with
black paint and let it dry. Apply tanglefoot glue to painted ball and hang
about 4 foot from the ground. Place the ball in a shaded area near woods
for best results. NOTE!!!! Buy spray can of tanglefoot if available for easier
application to beach ball.
RESULTS:
The yellow fly is attracted to the dark color on the ball as well as the movement and when they land on the ball they will stick to the glue and die.
Hope this helps! ~ Becky ~ Mosquito Control
**Tanglefoot is available at:
Sandi’s Feed and Seed 769-2327 (Spray can)
Ace Hardware 522-0314 (Spray can)

& Also

